Answers Lloyd Rauch Liberation 75 Local Connections

1. C
2. Red
3. Rejecting social interaction, hostile to organized society
4. Some of the groups who they targeted, their organizational approach and how they defined prisoners, that they combined categories of prisoners (a French Jew who was a political prisoner would have had a red triangle facing down over a yellow triangle facing up to make a red and yellow Star of David. The letter F for French which in German is spelled Französisch), and that they even imprisoned some of their own soldiers who had presumably committed an offense (Wehrmacht, or German Military)
5. France, Belgium, Germany, & Austria
6. They realized it was a prison. Barbed wire and a tower were the indicators.
7. Walking skeletons
8. “They have to be fed by doctors” and “You give them too much food, they’ll die”
9. They react with absolute shock, it appears very genuine, they may have reacted so strongly for a variety of reasons. They may have been unaware. They may have known what was happening at the camp but were shocked when they saw it in person.